
UC for Real People

Logitech, a world leader in products that connect people to the digital experiences they care about, 
offers a range of brilliantly designed UC tools that are so intuitive, people actually love to use them. 
Tools designed for real people.

Professional webcams and the ConferenceCam bring true-to-life HD-quality to collaboration.  
USB headsets deliver DSP enterprise-grade audio with user-centric features. A revolutionary  
UC keyboard combo provides UC audio and video control at the user’s fingertips.

Logitech helps businesses unleash productivity and UC collaboration—from the desktop to the 
conference room—with tools that adapt to the way people work and not the other way around.

Enterprise-grade 

UC tools for your workforce

The Logitech UC Portfolio
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Learn more at: logitech.com/uc    |    To order contact your reseller, or call us at 800-308-8666

Are you an enterprise deploying Microsoft® Lync™? You may qualify for a Logitech UC product trial.  
Find out more at logitech.com/lync or apply at logitech.com/lynctrial

The Logitech UC Portfolio

Logitech UC Webcams

Compatibility Description HD  
Resolution Field of View Microphone Dimensions & Weight Part Number MSRP

Webcam C930e

Compatible with  
all leading  

UC platforms.  
Optimized for  

Microsoft® Lync™  
and Skype.

The most advanced business  
webcam yet, features the  
widest field-of-view and  

is the first to support  
H.264/SVC 1.5 for optimized  

video processing.

1080p with  
30 frames  
per second

90-degrees
Built-in dual stereo 

mics with automatic 
noise reduction

94 x 43 x 71 mm 
3.7 x 1.7 x 2.8 in

162 g 
5.7 oz

960-000971 $129.99

B910 HD  
Webcam

Compatible with  
all leading  

UC platforms.  
Optimized for  

Microsoft® Lync™  
and Skype.

Perfect for high-quality  
individual desktop  

video conferencing.  
Meet face-to-face without  

leaving the desk. 

720p with  
30 frames  
per second

78-degrees

Stereo wideband 
audio with 2 

omnidirectional 
microphones 

96 x 34 x 80 mm  
3.78 x 1.34 x 3.15 in (incl. clip)

80 g 
2.82 oz

960-000683 $74.99

B525 HD  
Webcam

Compatible with  
all leading UC  

platforms. Optimized  
for Microsoft® Lync™  
and Skype. Certified  

for Cisco®.

Ideal for individual mobile  
video conferencing with  

a compact, foldable  
360-degree swivel design.

720p with  
30 frames  
per second

69-degrees 1 omnidirectional 
microphone

68.5 x 29 x 40.4 mm 
2.7 x 1.14 x 1.59 in (incl. clip)

88 g 
3.10 oz

960-000841 $59.99

Logitech UC Keyboard Combo

Compatibility Description Keyboard UC  
Control Buttons

Keyboard  
LCD Mouse Webcam Dimensions & Weight Part Number MSRP

UC Solution for  
Cisco 725-C

Certified  
 for Cisco®.

This revolutionary  
combo integrates  

Cisco Jabber™  
voice, video  

and messaging  
seamlessly in  

one streamlined  
desktop solution. 

Voicemail messages, 
select handset,  
select headset,  

select speakerphone,  
call hold, answer/
hang-up, video  

mute, audio mute, 
volume up/down

Two-line  
display,  

40 character  
LCD

Wireless;  
advanced optical  
tracking; Unified  
Technology USB 

connectivity

1080p HD;  
78-degree FOV;  

UVC H.264

Keyboard: 442 x 162 x 32 mm  
17.4 x 6.4 x 1.2 in  
0.9 kg/29.2 oz

Mouse: 102 x 57 x 39 mm 
4.0 x 2.3 x 1.5 in / 122.4 g/4.3 oz

Webcam (incl. clip): 126 x 73 x 45 mm  
5.0 x 2.9 x 1.8 in / 170 g/6.0 oz

Combo  
920-004938

Webcam only  
960-000945

Combo  
$269.99

Webcam 
only 

$109.99

Logitech ConferenceCam

Compatibility Description HD 
Resolution Field of View Speakerphone 

and Mic Controls Connectivity Dimensions  
& Weight Part Number MSRP

BCC950 
ConferenceCam

Compatible with  
all leading  

UC platforms.  
Optimized for  

Microsoft® Lync™  
and Skype. 

Perfect for small group 
video conferencing. 

Combines professional 
HD video with superior 

speakerphone audio  
to give small groups  
the ability to have  
video meetings  

from any location.

1080p or  
720p with  
30 frames  
per second

78-degree 
field of  

view with  
a 180- 
degree  
camera  
pan and 

55-degree 
camera tilt

Omnidirectional  
sound, noise-

cancellation mic, 
full duplex,  
and echo  

cancellation  
audio

Remote control 
and on-device 

controls for pan, 
tilt, zoom, call 
answer/hang  
up, volume  
up/down,  
and mute

USB – works 
with  

Macs & PCs

154 x 345 x 147 mm
6.1 x 13.6 x 5.8 in

(with height 
extender)

568 g 
20.03 oz

960-000866 $249.99

Logitech UC Headsets

Compatibility Description Wearing Style Range Battery Life/ 
Talk Time Audio Controls Dimensions  

& Weight Part Number MSRP

Wireless Headset 
H820e

Compatible with  
all leading  

UC platforms. 
Optimized for 

Microsoft® Lync™.

Enterprise-grade  
DECT wireless headset.  

In-call LED light,  
on-boom mute button  

and LED mute  
indicator light. 

Available in mono  
and dual styles; 

padded and adjustable 
headband, padded 

earpiece(s)

Up to  
100 m  

(more than 
300-ft.)

Up to  
10 hours of 
wideband  
talk time. 

Charging base 
included.

On-ear answer/end*, 
volume up/down 
buttons, on-boom 
mute button and 

indicator light

Headset 
174 x 165 x 50 mm 

6.75 x 6.5 x 2 in 
Base 

128 x 73 x 82 mm 
5 x 2.8 x 3.25 in

Dual 
128 g/4.5 oz

Mono 
88 g/3.1 oz

Base 
475 g/16.8 oz

Dual 
981-000516

Mono 
981-000511

Dual 
$199.99

Mono 
$179.99

USB Headset  
H650e

Compatible with  
all leading  

UC platforms.  
Optimized for  

Microsoft® Lync™.

Delivers DSP enterprise-
quality audio and user-
friendly features like a 

clever in-call LED light that 
minimizes interruptions.

Available in mono 
and stereo styles; 

padded and adjustable 
headband, padded 

earpiece(s)

7.16-ft.  
(2.2 m) 
cable

Unlimited  
(USB wired 
connectivity 

provides  
constant  
power)

Quick access in-line 
controller for call 

answer/end,* volume 
up/down and  
mute button

174 x 165 x 50 mm 
6.75 x 6.5 x 2 in

Mono  
93 g/3.3 oz

Stereo  
120 g/4.2 oz

Stereo  
981-000518

Mono  
981-000513

Stereo 
$89.99

Mono 
$79.99

B530 USB  
Headset

Compatible with  
all leading  

UC platforms.  
Optimized for  

Microsoft® Lync™. 
Certified for Cisco®.

Perfect for Internet calling 
and video conferencing on  

any budget.

Adjustable, padded  
over-the-head  
headband with  

pivoting ear cups 

8-ft.  
(2.43 m) 

cable

Unlimited  
(USB wired 
connectivity 

provides  
constant  
power)

On-ear controls for 
answering and ending 

calls, adjusting the 
volume and muting  

the microphone

170 x 180 x 68 mm 
6.7 x 7.1 x 2.7 in

92 g/3.2 oz
981-000335 $49.99


